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a b s t r a c t

Narrative Visualisation (NarVis) is the pairing of data visualisation with narrative techniques. Due to
its interdisciplinary applications and scholarship, NarVis presentations often feature vastly different
interpretations of ‘‘narrative’’ and ‘‘visualisation’’, which is echoed in NarVis authoring tools. To map
the morphology of how the narratives of NarVis manifest, we identify three different trajectories for
the field. These trajectories are identified through an analysis of selected NarVis presentations and
tools, with an emphasis on identifying how traditional narrative techniques are adopted, transposed
or indeed challenged by NarVis examples. We then populate our categories with additional examples
and tools, providing a foundational point of reference for NarVis scholars, authors and tool developers.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of ZhejiangUniversity and ZhejiangUniversity

Press Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Narrative Visualisation (NarVis) combines techniques sup-
orting storytelling and data visualisation. The two fields have
ot always harmonised, evident in the field of NarVis’ loose
se of storytelling terminology (Lee et al., 2015), and literary
tudies’ trepidation towards data-driven methodologies (Khadem,
012). Authors of narrative visualisations themselves come from
any different disciplines, such as interaction design, literature,
edia arts, and computer science. The result is a world of di-
erse NarVis presentations. Subsequently, many tools developed
or NarVis creation are at odds with one another as to what
arVis means. Disciplinary diversity is fruitful, but a lack of
onsistent definitions makes creating standards and scaffolds for
nalysis, authorship and tool development difficult. To this end,
e have analysed a collection of NarVis presentations and author-

ng tools, examining how they incorporate, modify or challenge
arrative elements. We label these categories as ‘‘trajectories’’
f NarVis. The identification of these trajectories provides useful
nformation for the NarVis community. For researchers, these tra-
ectories provide a link between the disciplines of narratology and
ata visualisation, establishing a framework for investigations.
or NarVis authors, the identification of different trajectories
rovides a blueprint. A NarVis author seeking to communicate
ncertain data to a general audience will face different challenges
han one working with historical data for subject matter experts,
or instance. Much like how the novelist benefits from studying
orks inside and outside of their genre, NarVis authors will
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468-502X/© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Zhejiang Univ
he CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
benefit from understanding the context of works similar – and
dissimilar – to their own. In relation to NarVis tools, the devel-
opment of new tools shows no sign of slowing down. The year
2020 saw the development of many visualisation tools, including
ChartSeer (Zhou et al., 2020), Gravity (Obie et al., 2020), Cal-
iope (Shi et al., 2020), SEEVis (Li et al., 2020), Lumina (Kagkelidis
nd Dimitriadis, 2021) and DebateVis (South et al., 2020). The
uantity of existing NarVis tools makes it important for tool de-
elopers to consider how their tool contributes to the field. While
t would be difficult for an article of this length to fully explore all
resentations and tools, the explorations and analysis provided in
his article give NarVis authors, researchers and tool developers a
tarting point from which to build their own research. The central
esearch question of this paper, then, is to uncover what ways
he NarVis discipline is utilising, transposing and challenging
raditional narrative concepts, and what the benefits of these
ifferent approaches are.
To summarise these trajectories, we began by first establishing
framework of what a ‘‘traditional’’ narrative is. We then set
bout analysing NarVis presentations and tools and identifying
here narrative techniques have manifested within these case
tudies. In forming our trajectories, our first point of call is the
resentations themselves. For each presentation, we have anal-
sed the presence of narrative techniques and how they manifest.
e have extended a similar process to the analysis of NarVis

uthoring tools. These tools act as both a reference point for
arVis authors seeking useful applications, but also as artefacts
ndicative of trajectories themselves. As NarVis tools are designed
o solve specific problems, it follows that analysing them will
ield insight into how the developers interpret NarVis itself.
ersity and Zhejiang University Press Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under
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The first trajectory we uncover is the leading narrative,
xemplified by the ‘‘literate visualisation’’ tool LitVis1 (Wood
t al., 2018) that interweaves narrative segments with visu-
lisations, and NBVT2 (Metelli et al., 2019), a time-line based
ool that allows users to build visualisation-supported narra-
ives. The far more visual Timeline Storyteller3 (Brehmer et al.,
019) allows users to create graphs and charts connected via
nimations, and represents the integrated narrative trajectory
long with the similar tool Flourish4 (Flourish, 2021). ChartAc-
ent (Ren et al., 2017) represents tools that shift the furthest
way from traditional narrative structures, simply allowing users
o apply annotations and highlighting to their visualisations. As
uch, ChartAccent represents supporting narratives. To analyse
hese tools, we have fed each one a dataset on the members
f the experimental writing collective OuLiPo and their activi-
ies overtime, specifically focusing on the gender divide within
he group. The data used was gathered from both the official
uLiPo website (OuLiPo, 2020) and Warren F. Motte Jnr’s edited
ollection of OuLiPo texts and histories (Motte Jr, 1986). We also
nclude an examination of these trajectories ‘‘in the wild’’ by
inding NarVis presentations and interrogating their relationship
o the traditional narrative form. For each trajectory, we also
resent design considerations that both NarVis authors and tool
evelopers should consider when working along one of these
aths. We also provide a table that contains a summary of
ach trajectory, example presentations, example tools and design
onsiderations framed as questions.

. Related work

The marrying of data visualisation and narrative has a long
istory within journalism (Howard, 2017), but the academic dis-
ussion around NarVis remains relatively new (Rodrigues et al.,
019), due in part to disciplinary shifts driven by recent advances
n digital innovation. Efforts have been made to reconcile the dis-
onance between NarVis as journalistic practice and as a field of
esearch (Riche et al., 2018). Academic enquiry into NarVis’ utility
as gained traction over the last decade and a half. Segal and Heer
ormalised the discourse around storytelling’s potential in data
isualisation, citing its prevalence in journalism (Segal and Heer,
010). However, scholars have noted that data and narrative of-
en remain independent elements within visualisations (Metoyer
t al., 2018).
Ren et al. (Ren et al., 2018) have published perhaps the most

omprehensive paper related to our work. The team conducted an
nalysis/reflection of their own tools designed for visualisation,
nd the difficulty that comes with evaluating these systems due
o visualisation’s breadth of applications. Their work functions as
resource for finding NarVis tools to analyse. The authors discuss
oth Timeline Storyteller and ChartAccent, as well as a handful of
ther visualisation tools.
Where our work differs most strongly from that of others

s our emphasis on the narrative elements. Often, research into
arVis focuses on the different levels of interactivity, often de-
ined as explanatory and exploratory (D’Ignazio and Bhargava,
018). In a similar vein, Tong et al. (Tong et al., 2018) per-
ormed a systematic review of many scholarly papers that discuss
torytelling and visualisation, echoing Segal and Heer’s (Segal
nd Heer, 2010) ‘‘author-driven’’ and ‘‘user-driven’’ classifica-
ions. Other efforts to categorise and interrogate the elements of
merging forms of data visualisation include Bach et al.’s (Bach

1 https://github.com/gicentre/litvis
2 https://dlnarratives.eu/
3 https://timelinestoryteller.com/
4 flourish.studio
27
et al., 2018) exploration of the data comic, interrogating the
various design patterns within the genre. Bach et al.’s focus is far
narrower than our own, as their emphasis is on the categorising
of one genre’s specific design decisions. We compliment these
investigations but focus on categorising the field of NarVis along
its relationship with the concept of ‘‘narrative’’ itself.

3. Definitions

3.1. Defining narrative

Before an analysis of the narratives of NarVis can be con-
ducted, we must define ‘‘narrative’’ in the first place. This is itself
a lofty task. As Booth quips, theorising narration ‘‘is like setting
out on a journey without selecting a vehicle or route’’ (Booth,
2015). Richardson (Richardson, 2013) describes any narratolo-
gist’s claim to a universal definition or approach as one loaded
with ‘‘crippling limitations’’. Still, there are some fundamental el-
ements of narrative. Liu and Yu refer to a core element of the nar-
rative being that it explains the connection between events (Liu
and Yu, 2020). This distinguishes narrative from story: if a story
is the events of our day, the narrative is how we superglue them
together.

Booth provides further insight to flesh-out our definition.
Booth states that a narrative’s events must be causally linked and
traversed temporally through the act of narration. In addition,
they must have ‘‘existents’’: the entities that are involved in
the events that are being narrated. A crucial element of these
existents – which is echoed in Chatman’s (Chatman, 1978) ex-
ploration of characters as spheres of action – is that they must
act in a way that influences these events. Booth claims that
these elements of characterisation are indeed inseparable from
narration (Booth, 2015). For Booth, these are the necessary com-
ponents: a series of events, causally linked, in which entities have
played an active role in their construction; these events must be
traversed in some sort of temporal sequence.

The definitions so far provide us with a foundational un-
derstanding of what ‘‘narrative’’ is. However, as the discipline
of narratology shows us, the meaning of narrative is far more
complex. As storytellers explored the narrative, they developed
a host of techniques and modes to express more complex ideas
and evoke greater emotions (Booth, 2015). To build a stronger
model of narrative and aid our taxonomizing, we have identified
and summarised a handful of narrative techniques:

• Focalisation: The perspective from which the narrative is
told (Niederhoff, 2013). A narrative may have several focal-
isations or just one.

• Allegory: When a narrative (or entity within a narrative)
is representative of themselves, as well as holding another
signification (Abrams and Harpham, 2013). For instance,
Hamlet is the tragic tale of a Danish prince losing his mind
in pursuit of revenge. It is also about human nature’s de-
structive potential (Robins, 1952), a theme resonant in its
adaptions, be they The Lion King (Allers and Minkoff, 1994)
or Sons of Anarchy (Sutter, 2008). Related concepts include
metaphor and symbolism. Whereas metaphor requires com-
parison, symbolism may simply be the use of one object to
signify another (Abrams and Harpham, 2013).

• Character & Characterisation: The entities within narra-
tives that progress the plot through action and dialogue.
Characters are often human (Abrams and Harpham, 2013),
but can include inanimate objects, as experimented with
by writers such as Italo Calvino (Calvino, 2010) and Joseph
McElroy (McElroy, 2014). Characters are one of the more
complexly debated elements within narratology. Propp

https://github.com/gicentre/litvis
https://dlnarratives.eu/
https://timelinestoryteller.com/
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(Propp, 1968) conceptualises characters as being defined by
the actions they perform. Characterisation is the method
by which characters are depicted. It is generally considered
to be best achieved through ‘‘showing’’, whereby the char-
acter’s actions throughout the narrative allow the reader
to understand them more thoroughly. Conversely, some
narratives choose to ‘‘tell’’, in which the character’s moti-
vations, feelings and attitudes are plainly stated (Abrams
and Harpham, 2013). For synthesis with Booth’s definition,
we will encompass characters within ‘‘existents’’. As our
discussion of the integrated narrative will show, perhaps
one of the most exciting elements of NarVis is its potential
to further challenge, complicate and explore what it is to be
a ‘‘character’’.

• Personification: The application of human-like qualities to
non-human entities. This is often used as a poetic device but
can also be used to bestow action to non-human entities for
other purposes.

hese techniques are by no means exhaustive, as attempting
o build a template of narrative that encompasses all possible
echniques would be far too narrow a scope. However, these
echniques provide us with a strong marker for a ‘‘traditional’’
arrative. A final, key element is needed for our narrative def-
nition: the interplay between fabula and sjuzet. In narratology,
abula refers to the raw elements of a story, whereas sjuzet refers
o its structure (Prince, 1995). In essence, the narrative itself is the
juzet: the method by which the events of the story are strung
ogether and presented. In relation to NarVis, one could view the
ata as the fabula, and the NarVis presentation as the sjuzet.
With these elements considered, we can provide a working

efinition of narrative: a method by which a story (fabula) is told
sjuzet), where the causal links between events are exposed via the
se of techniques such as characters, focalisation and various forms
f symbolism.
Present in the NarVis tools we analyse is a balancing of nar-

ative techniques with more traditional data visualisation tech-
iques. Segal and Heer (Segal and Heer, 2010) identify several
raditional data visualisation and visual communication tech-
iques present in NarVis. Among them are the use of consistent
olour coding for semantic consistency, the use of matching on
ontent through the overlay of other datasets, and animated
ransitions to link visualisations. These elements provide an un-
erstanding for how data visualisation techniques can synergise
ith narrative.

.2. Defining data visualisation

As we propose NarVis sits at the intersection between narra-
ive and data visualisation, we must also provide a definition of
ata visualisation. Cairo states that a good visualisation requires
eliable information which is visually encoded to present relevant
atterns, and organised in a way that enables exploration while
eing both attractive and honest (Cairo, 2016). Kirk provides
he succinct definition of data visualisation as ‘‘the representa-
ion and presentation of data to facilitate understanding’’ (Kirk,
016). Kirk expands on this definition by referring to the raw
aterial of data as the values stored in a textual and numeric

ormat, such as within a table. In this form data can be observed
nd sorted, but relationships, comparisons and other insights
annot be easily established. Data visualisation emerges from
he translation of these variables into a form that better show-
ases these insights and facilitates understanding. From Kirk’s
efinition, already correlations between narrative and data visu-
lisation emerge: both involve the translation of a raw concept
story, data) into something that is more easily understood. Kirk
tresses that data visualisation is about accessibility — allowing
28
users to efficiently decipher the shapes, sizes, colours and other
representative symbols back into values and relationships.

Following Kirk’s definition, we can consider data visualisation
as any methodology for representing data in a visual format for
the purpose of facilitating understanding. While this may be an
imperfectly broad definition, it allows us to pinpoint the ‘‘data
visualisation’’ elements of NarVis presentations. Moreover, it pro-
vides us a reference point for ‘‘pure’’ data visualisation in terms
of narrative content, thereby allowing us to better conceptualise
how the interplay of narrative and data visualisation manifests in
NarVis.

3.3. Defining narvis

With definitions of both narrative and data visualisation in
mind, we can now approach the concept of NarVis proper. Broadly
we can consider NarVis to be the process by which the author
achieves the goals of data visualisation (facilitating understand-
ing) using narrative techniques. As our examples will show, the
‘‘narrative’’ that is told may provide some sort of chronology
and form to the data, or it may indeed be the narrative of
trying to understand the data itself, transforming the viewer’s
internal process of interpreting data into an explicit, author-
driven one. Both narrative forms are present within our examples,
but the latter is more prominent. This is not surprising: if the
data is the raw element that the narrative seeks to elucidate,
then it reasons that the values become the characters, and their
relationships with one another form narrative tension. We begin
our analysis with the perspective that NarVis is ostensibly the
creation and incorporation of narratives-about-data into data
visualisation. Through our analysis of NarVis presentations and
tools, we challenge and refine this position.

Our haste in establishing a definition for NarVis is motivated
by the discipline’s current blurriness. Because of NarVis’ diversity
of definitions, scholarship is often focused on designing tools to
meet specific challenges, with little consistency as to the ‘‘narra-
tive’’ elements between them. While having a range of different
tools to choose from is a good problem to have, these tools
demonstrate very particular interpretations of ‘‘narrative visuali-
sation’’. Such dissonance makes identifying the right tools for the
job challenging. The differences also make picking the right tool
even more important, due to few features being homogeneous.
Timeline Storyteller (Brehmer et al., 2019) allows users to create
visualisations quickly, but with few options for building written
narratives. By contrast, NBVT (Metelli et al., 2019) offers greater
space for the written narrative but few visualisation options.

The NarVis community’s broadness in defining ‘‘narrative’’
drives a lack of consistent scholarship. Wang et al. (Wang et al.,
2019) identify that the current concept of ‘‘narrative’’ within
NarVis differs greatly between scholars. Lee et al. (Lee et al.,
2015) argue a narrative visualisation must contain story pieces
(e.g., facts reinforced by data), visualised with annotations, and
presented in a meaningful order. Lee et al. are broad in their
definition of ‘‘narrative’’, but also extremely specific in their insis-
tence on annotations. Consequently, the definition encompasses
other modes such as lectures or textbooks and excludes minimal-
istic visualisations.

It would be easy to dismiss many NarVis examples on the
sheer basis that the term ‘‘narrative’’ is being applied to elements
that do not historically resemble a narrative. Bryan et al. (Bryan
et al., 2020) define their subset of NarVis as being ‘‘static charts
embellished with text-based narrative cues’’. When the team
presents the charts used in their study, the ‘‘narrative’’ elements
amount to single-sentence statements that give insight into the
visualisations, such as ‘‘Spain became the fourth Euro-zone coun-
try to request a bailout, and Cyprus is expected to be next’’.
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t is difficult to see how this statement could be considered a
arrative in good faith: where are the characters? The connection
f events? The narrative techniques or poetics? Similarly, Liu
t al. (Liu et al., 2021) present their tool for immersive data
xploration as aligned with narrative, but what elements are
aken from narrative studies is unclear. Liu et al. seem to define
arrative as being the presenting of facts and observations in a
equence linked by theme or argument, but the tool they present
s more focused on user interactivity and manipulation than
elling a story. We are not presenting these examples to argue
gainst the inclusion of such projects within the NarVis discipline,
ut instead to highlight that the ‘‘narrative’’ of NarVis remains
nclear. Just as the film industry altered the concept of narrative
o fit their own discipline, so too must data visualisation.

Lacking a definition of ‘‘narrative’’ can prove problematic.
agueness complicates the identification and formulation of
rameworks for NarVis authoring and analysis. Vagueness also
nvites exaggeration. Gershon and Page (Gershon and Page, 2001)
dvocate for storytelling in information communication but place
large amount of onerous on the concept of ‘‘embedded’’ infor-
ation, without considering the potential for miscommunication,
eemingly unaware of the interpretative nature of narratives. For
ershon and Page, a ‘‘narrative’’ means whatever suits them.
hile definitions should not be adhered to zealously, they make

esearchers more accountable for their claims.
Humanities scholars also enter NarVis with their own pre-

onceptions, often disregarding data visualisation’s established
hetoric and theory (D’Ignazio and Bhargava, 2018). Acknowledg-
ng both ‘‘sides’’ to the NarVis discipline, we are proposing that
he way forward involves identifying a handful of directions that
he NarVis narrative appears to be moving in. In the same way
enre frameworks aid fiction writers, scaffolding the genres of
arVis through these trajectories will help NarVis authors.
Finally, there are of course many forms that NarVis may take,

ven when strictly defined. A field of NarVis that is develop-
ng its own language, design decisions and tools is that of data
omics (Zhao et al., 2015). Data comics beget their own tools,
uch as DataToon (Kim et al., 2019). This genre is of course part of
arVis, and as Table 1 will show, tools such as DataToon do fit into
ur taxonomy. However, the realm of data comics also reminds
s that the written narrative is not the only one to be integrated
ithin the NarVis field. Comics have their own history and theory
f storytelling (McCloud, 1993), which – when wielded by data
isualisation experts – results in exciting and innovative narra-
ives. By a similar token, data factsheets may contain narrative
r storytelling elements, but researchers working on factsheet
eneration software seem to view the genre as being on the
eriphery of NarVis (Wang et al., 2020). These intersections with
ther fields that have themselves remediated narrative and story-
elling concepts further complicates our exploration, and invites
uture work.

. Identifying trajectories

Our approach to identifying the genres of NarVis acknowl-
dges that it is an actively evolving field. Indeed, we are not
eeking to curtail the field’s potential. This position drives our
doption of the term ‘‘trajectories’’: these genres are areas the
ield is moving in, rather than endpoints. For each trajectory,
e explore a number of presentations and authoring tools we
ave determined as exemplary of the trajectory. The results of
ur analysis can be seen in Table 1. When searching for exam-
les of NarVis presentations, we predominantly consulted The
udding,5 The New York Times,6 The Guardian,7 The Washington

5 https://pudding.cool/
6 https://www.nytimes.com/
7 https://www.theguardian.com.au/
 s

29
Fig. 1. The spectrum from Traditional Narrative to pure Data Visualisation (both
in orange), and where each trajectory sits along it (all three in blue).

Post8 and Information Is Beautiful9. We selected these sources
as they show the diversity of NarVis’ disciplinary background.
The Pudding represents more contemporary, internet-native data
journalism, while The New York Times, The Guardian and The
Washington Post are established, traditional platforms. Finally,
Information Is Beautiful is focused exclusively on the creation of
informative data visualisations. By selecting sources across disci-
plines and audiences, we can better gauge the breadth of NarVis
trajectories. A table summarising each trajectory is presented
towards the article’s end.

The three trajectories we identify are the leading narra-
ive, the integrated narrative and the supporting narrative. We
ummarise these trajectories by interrogating how they relate
o traditional narrative structure. The leading narrative refers
o NarVis narratives that adhere closely to traditional narrative
tructures and are useful for injecting some degree of data and vi-
ualisation into other narrative mediums. Integrated narratives
move away from the use of traditional narrative methods, and
instead create their own narrative techniques via the use of data.
Finally, the supporting narrative embodies the type that Bryan
et al. (Wang et al., 2019) focus on, as it reduces the narrative
elements to a mere supporting role, with most information de-
livered through the data itself. Together, these trajectories form a
spectrum, with the leading narrative sitting closest to the ideals
of a traditional narrative, and the supporting narrative sitting
far closer to ‘‘non-narrative’’ data visualisations. Our separation
of these three trajectories is shown in Fig. 1.

4.1. Leading narratives

The first trajectory of NarVis we identify is the leading nar-
rative. The leading narrative’s adherence to more traditional
narrative structures makes it useful for authors seeking to com-
municate phenomena or events that have complex or unclear
data. A relevant example is Harry Stevens’ Corona Simulator, pub-
lished by The Washington Post (TWP) in March 2020 (Stevens,
2020). The presentation sets out to explain the method by which
viral outbreaks spread. It is distributed for free, indicating that it
is targeted at a general audience.

Stevens’ article was released early in the COVID-19 pandemic
and is therefore dealing with an incomplete dataset. Working
with the information available at the time,10 Stevens presents
both a visualisation and a narrative of how the COVID-19 virus
may spread based on different scenarios, advocating for a social
distancing mandate. Given the time of the article, Stevens is

8 https://www.washingtonpost.com/
9 https://www.informationisbeautiful.net/

10 New research on COVID-19 continues to be released, such as the recent
tudy on re-infection rates (Hall, 2020).

https://pudding.cool/
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he NarVis trajectories we have identified.
Trajectory Features Examples Tools Design considerations

Leading
narrative

• Follows traditional
narrative structures
closely.
• Visualisations often
used to support
narrative.
• Traditional narrative
techniques are clearly
present.
• Subjects of the dataset
become existents and
focalisations.

• Washington Post’s
‘‘Corona Simulator’’
Stevens (2020)
• The Pudding’s ‘‘The
Historic Cost of Light’’
Blinderman and Diehm
(2020)
• The Pudding’s ‘‘How
rigid is the middle class
in the US, really?’’ Feng
and Thomas (2020)

• NBVT Metelli et al.
(2019)
• LitVis Wood et al.
(2018)
• Gravity Obie et al.
(2020)
• SEEVis Li et al. (2020)

• What kind of ‘‘story’’ are
you telling? Is it a happy
one? A sad one?
• What are the exciting
moments in your story?
The climax?
• Are there any stories in
literature or film that yours
aligns with?
• Is the data itself still
present without the
narrative? Is there anything
in the narrative that is
auxiliary to your message?

Integrated
narrative

• Traditional narrative
structures still present.
• Visualisation
techniques replace clear
narrative techniques.
• Narrative techniques
used conceptually.
• Data points themselves
become existents and
focalisations.

• GapMinder’s ‘‘How
many are rich and how
many are poor?’’
Gapminder (2015)
• The Pudding’s ‘‘Birthday
Paradox’’ Goldenberg
(2018)
• The New York Times’
‘‘How Many Households
Are Like Yours?’’ White
et al. (2011)

• Timeline Storyteller
Brehmer et al. (2019)
• Flourish Flourish (2021)
• DebateVis South et al.
(2020)
• Lumina Kagkelidis and
Dimitriadis (2021)
• DataToon Kim et al.
(2019)

• What new forms have the
narrative elements taken?
What supplements the
characters, the dramatic
moments, etcetera?
• What visualisation
techniques have been
chosen to replace the
narrative ones? Why?
• Do the representations of
data imply anything else
about the data? Why were
those choices made?

Supporting
narrative

• Traditional narratives
abandoned almost
completely.
• Elements of narrative
used to support
traditional data
visualisation.
• Focus is on
stripped-back, accessible
data visualisations.

• The Guardian’s ‘‘Death
penalty statistics,
country by country’’
The Guardian (2011)
• The WHO’s Death on
the Roads The World
Health Organisation
(2018)
• Information is
Beautiful’s ‘‘What does
China censor online?’’
McCandless (2010)
• The Guardian’s ‘‘Who
can work from home?’’
Chalabi et al. (2020)

• ChartAccent Ren et al.
(2017)
• Ellipsis Satyanarayan
and Heer (2013)
• ChartSeer Zhou et al.
(2020)
• Calliope Shi et al.
(2020)
• DataShot Wang et al.
(2020)

• How does the inclusion of
minor narrative elements
help make the data clearer?
• Are these narrative
elements entwined with the
data, or discrete from it?
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faced with a predicament: thorough research and data points
were not yet available, only data from other viruses and the
views of medical experts. However, Stevens also wished to ed-
ucate the public to prevent further spread. A traditional data
visualisation would not be effective, as there is not enough con-
crete data to present without creating misleading presentations.
A purely narrative approach will not work either — even the
most skilled wordsmith would struggle to present such a complex
problem clearly. Instead, Steven blends the two forms. COVID-19
is replaced with a fictional virus, admitting to the audience his
data’s incompleteness and thereby building trust. This invokes the
narrative technique of allegory.

Stevens’ visualisations themselves also carry narrative ele-
ents. He creates three ‘‘characters’’ symbolised by different
oloured dots: infected, not infected and recovered. He iterates
hrough different hypotheticals involving these types. In addition
o using these scenarios as narrative events – linked together
y quotes from experts and pieces of explanation – Stevens also
ntroduces tension to the narrative by including characters who
efuse to adhere to lockdown and social distancing. Stevens then
loses his narrative with a conclusion, stating ‘‘Moderate social
istancing will usually outperform the attempted quarantine, and
xtensive social distancing usually works best of all’’ (Stevens,
020).
Stevens’ article exemplifies the leading narrative trajectory.

t is a narrative: it has characters, allegory, tension and drama. It
30
involves the linking of events together and explains the circum-
stances of an outbreak. However, it also relies heavily on the use
of visualisations, which range from simple examples of how the
virus may spread, to more complex simulations, concluded with
comparative histograms of how the virus and immunity spread
in different scenarios. By integrating an explanative, narrative
structure with visualisations, Stevens’ article highlights how the
two genres may work in tandem to facilitate the audience’s
understanding and guide them to a conclusion.

4.1.1. Tools for leading narratives
A crucial factor in Stevens’ NarVis presentation is the iteration

of data representations. The first few visualisations simply show
the virus moving between a few people, establishing how the
virus is transmitted before presenting more complex visualisa-
tions. This method of iterative visualisation is also present in the
NarVis tool LitVis (Wood et al., 2018). LitVis promotes ‘‘Literate
Visualisation’’: helping visualisers develop narratives that explain
their design process. The narrative form that LitVis enables in-
olves iteration, taking the reader on a journey through the data
tself, travelling with the author as they move from data observa-
ion to comprehension and finally conclusion. LitVis offers a great
eal of freedom in terms of visualisation techniques, but enforces
structure that alternates between visualisation and text, as Fig. 2
hows. Although the resulting visualisations can be shared with a
eneral audience, the LitVis team seem focused on creating a more
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Fig. 2. The beginning of a NarVis presentation on OuLiPo, constructed using LitVis. The segment pictured includes three ‘‘narrative’’ sections of text, interwoven with
a single graph that has been iterated upon, first showing the frequency of Oulipian activities per member, with the narrative element reflecting that the graph is
not particularly useful. The graph is then shown again, this time with colour-coding to show the gender of each member (blue for women, orange for men, red for
collaborations).
reflective environment for the NarVis author themselves, allow-
ing them to annotate as they explore their data and alter the way
it is shown (Wood et al., 2018). The resulting reflective narratives
conjure other narrative modes, such as epistolary, where a nar-
rative is comprised of clippings of other texts, most prominently
letters or journal entries (Brindle, 2013). Consequently, although
the data forms the narrative’s characters, the author themselves
becomes the focal point. Much like Stevens, LitVis presents both
visualisation and narrative elements in full force, dependent on
one another.

The Narrative Building and Visualising Tool (NBVT ) approaches
the leading narrative concept as well, but does so from a human-
istic perspective. While LitVis is very data-centric, NBVT instead
appears invested in transforming more unwieldy data (such as
the history of a movement, artist or subject) into a visualised form
while retaining narrative structure, providing a different per-
spective on the leading narrative. The tool integrates narrative
structure into digital libraries (Metelli et al., 2019). When using
the tool, authors search for a topic (a scientific phenomenon, an
author, etcetera). The tool then mines wikidata11 and returns a
collection of objects such as people, events, or places. The author

11 https://wikidata.org/
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then uses these objects as building blocks to craft their visualisa-
tion. The user creates events along a timeline, attaching objects
to them and giving them descriptions (Metelli et al., 2019). The
resulting visualisation is a timeline of events readers can navigate.
Each event features its own image, text, and links, as seen in
Fig. 3. NBVT attempts to bridge the gap between the user of a
digital library, who is searching in natural language, with the
metadata-based objects stored in the library’s database (Bartalesi
and Meghini, 2016). The tool draws from narratology, AI, and
text generation (Bartalesi and Meghini, 2016), and uses NarVis to
translate daunting datasets into digestible stories.

NBVT’s automatic generation of objects reflects an approach
to the ‘‘narrative’’ of NarVis as a systematisation of events and
other entities, taking raw elements and translating them into
something more discrete, enforced by the team’s own narrative
ontology (Bartalesi and Meghini, 2016). NBVT’s reflection of tra-
ditional narratology is evident. The tool treats the dataset as
fabula, and its sequencing as sjuzet. NBVT also conforms to other
elements of traditional narratives. The objects generated by NBVT
can be mapped to user-generated events. The objects become the
existents of the narrative: their presence allows the author to
articulate how the narrative moves forward, carrying over from
one event to another via the ‘‘actions’’ of the objects. Focalisation

https://wikidata.org/
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Fig. 3. NBVT’s visualisation (Metelli et al., 2019), built from searching the data for the writing collective OuLiPo. The selected ‘‘event’’ is the ‘‘growth and recognition’’
eriod of OuLiPo, spanning an entire decade. The time frame, name, text and links to related Wikipedia entities can be seen in the top left of the image, with an
utomatically retrieved image of Italo Calvino in the top right. The timeline below shows the selected event in white, with all surrounding events in grey. Those to
he left and right represent the past and future respectively, while those above and below indicate overlapping time frames.
s achieved by emphasising the position of a particular object over
he course of multiple events, as seen in Fig. 3’s focus on Italo
alvino.
The use of objects as existents ties in closely with the narrato-

ogical concept of ‘‘spheres of action’’, where the characters of the
arrative are defined by the actions they perform, rather than any
ort of psychological or moral imperative (Liu and Yu, 2020). NBVT
akes cues from some of the more experimental approaches to
haracters mentioned in Section 3.1. Evident in Fig. 4, all objects
re personified as potential characters, capable of action. It is
ere that NBVT begins to allude to a non-traditional narrative:
t is driven equally by traditional characters as it is trendlines or
tatistics. By emboldening these data elements with characterisa-
ion, NBVT offers a methodology for telling compelling narratives
bout the data of a subject. NBVT adheres to the traditional

narrative but – much like Stevens and LitVis – embraces the data
itself as the fabula/story. NBVT also adopts concepts from data
visualisation, albeit in a subtle way. As Fig. 4 shows, objects are
automatically categorised and colour-coded, providing semantic
consistency. Events are presented along a sort of progress bar
through time, with basic animations shifting between events.
This timeline signifies a different sort of visualisation to Stevens’
presentation and LitVis. While the progress of time is signified
in both Stevens’ work and LitVis in a traditional narrative form
via the text itself, NBVT chooses to visualise the temporality of
the narrative and indeed its structure by allowing the audience
to shift between different points in the narrative at will. NBVT
utilises horizontal and vertical visualisation of events to facilitate
macro and micro narrative explorations. By embedding links to
an object’s Wikipedia page inside events, NBVT creates a literary
version of Segal and Heer’s matching on the content concept,
allowing readers to view the narrative in context with related
data.

Both NBVT and LitVis – and as such the leading narrative
itself – reconcile NarVis with Krause & Rucker’s (Krause and
Rucker, 2019) concerns over narratives being too persuasive and
potentially bending facts. In Krause & Rucker’s examples, the
32
data/facts are downplayed, replaced by an emphasis on a ‘‘hero’’
character. By reconceptualising the NarVis narrative to tell stories
about data more purely, this problem can be mitigated. Stevens
also responds to Krause & Rucker’s concerns by invoking the nar-
rative technique of allegory, replacing COVID-19 with a fictional
virus to signify to the audience the representative nature of his
visualisations, rather than presenting them as pure fact.

In addition, NBVT and LitVis both promote transparency:
NBVT ’s embedding of intertextual elements allows the user more
access to the source of the data. LitVis’ heavy embedding of nar-
rative elements and emphasis on ‘‘thinking out loud’’ encourages
the audience to better understand the visualisation. Much like
how we may follow the journey of a novel or film’s protagonist
from their humble beginnings to their triumphs, by weaving a
narrative around the progression of a data’s visualisation from
clunky beginnings to polished ends, the reader of a LitVis narrative
forms a closer understanding of the data and why it is presented
how it is.

The leading narrative – as embodied by Stevens’ work and
facilitated by NBVT and LitVis – represents a merging of visu-
alisation and narrative that retains many of the elements of a
traditional narrative. The traditional narrative and its techniques
are used as a sort of scaffold, with the content typically occupied
by heroes and villains now made up of clusters and trendlines.
Those seeking to create a leading narrative may be motivated by
a wish to infuse just a handful of visualisation elements into their
narrative, as it allows the story to be better told. Alternatively,
they may be interested in a more expansive, transparent ap-
proach to the data visualisation process, transforming their own
exploration and visualisation of the data into a narrative journey
in and of itself.

Regardless of which intention drives them, creators of leading
narratives must consider the themes and general trajectory of
the story they are trying to tell. An upbeat, happy story will have
some different considerations to a dire one, and the writer must
keep this in mind. Due to the bootstrapping on established narra-
tive structures, the NarVis author should therefore consider what
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Fig. 4. The auto-generated objects in the top left, assigned to timeline ‘‘events’’ along the bottom. These objects each link off to a Wikipedia article, and are colour
coded by their semantic type, be they a person, place, concept, etcetera. The key for this colour coding is on the left side of the image.
the structure is of their narrative in terms of exciting moments,
climaxes, etcetera. This process can be eased by considering what
stories from literature or film align in some way with the narra-
tive they are weaving. These are considerations for tool builders
as well, who should consider the kind of stories their tool makes
possible, and how to embed narrative structures within the tool
itself. A final design consideration is to be wary of the narrative
elements superseding the data itself. Indeed, while NarVis can
help make data more palatable, when the narrative itself becomes
the focus NarVis authors may risk the data becoming diluted and
lost. For tool developers, this consideration provides the challenge
of ensuring there are adequate features to allow NarVis authors
to showcase their data through visuals and other means.

4.2. Integrated narratives

The trajectory of the leading narrative involves the blending
f narrative and visualisation techniques. However, because of
ts adherence to traditional narrative structures, it ultimately
oes not rethink or challenge narrative concepts. The integrated
arrative trajectory reflects an approach to NarVis that borrows
eavily from traditional narrative structures, but more fully inte-
rates them into the data visualisation form. Literary elements
re removed from the equation, but narrative techniques are
ustained by being transposed into visualisation forms, hence the
33
‘‘integrated’’ moniker. While of course all NarVis involves data,
the integrated narrative makes the data itself take on agency
and action, driving the narrative forward behind the scenes, but
also for the audience to see. The data becomes both subject and
narrator.

The website The Pudding (The Pudding, 2017) represents many
of the ethe behind the integrated narrative. Russel Goldenberg’s
data essay for The Pudding entitled The Birthday Paradox (Golden-
berg, 2018) discusses the probability of sharing a birthday with
another person. Goldenberg’s narrative involves animated transi-
tions between visualisations, which are themselves the predomi-
nant element used to communicate information. In Goldenberg’s
presentation, the data points are personified, with each date
represented by a small, androgenous humanoid. As Goldenberg’s
narrative continues, and the probabilities of two people matching
birthdays in the same room are explored, more of these entities
flood the visualisation, exploding with confetti if they match with
another (signifying shared birthdays). A separate line graph hangs
above these entities, tracking the results over multiple iterations,
which accelerate as the presentation continues.

Although Goldenberg’s presentation makes use of narrative
text, the text does not carry forward the narrative tensions or
drama. Indeed, it is the collision of data points that act as the
narrative techniques. Although personified, the small characters
are still representative of dates: abstract entities stripped of the
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umans they once were attached to. Additionally, it is statistical
ollisions that move the narrative forward, becoming the actions
f the text. Goldenberg’s objective is not to simply educate users
n the specific case of birthday probabilities (contrasting with
tevens’ very concrete objective of COVID-19 awareness), but
nstead to challenge their understanding of how statistics work.
he birthday example, and indeed the data Goldenberg uses, is
llegorical of a broader theme of how we perceive data, especially
hen it is personal. Goldenberg states ‘‘As self-involved humans,
e usually frame the situation by comparing just ourselves to
65 possible days’’ (Goldenberg, 2018). While the structure of
he pieces on The Pudding is dependent on the author, many
fall within the same ethos as Goldenberg, where visualisation
becomes the predominant language spoken. The integrated nar-
ratives of The Pudding repurpose narrative techniques, absorbing
them into a structure of data visualisation and imagery.

The data visualising foundation Gapminder, co-founded by the
late Hans Rosling, features many NarVis presentations that reflect
an integrated narrative approach. One presentation is How many
are rich and how many are poor? (Gapminder, 2015). The presenta-
tion involves Rosling laying out US dollars on a table to represent
the daily income levels of 1USD, 10USD and 100USD. Rosling then
uses a series of small orange cubes (each representing 10 million
people) to represent the amount of people in the world living on
this amount of money. Rosling first shows the amount of people
living on less than 1USD, then less than 10USD, and then through
to and beyond 100USD. To conclude, Rosling then shows not only
the large difference in income between the poorest people in the
world and the richest, but also the multitude of income levels in-
between, all densely populated. Much like Goldenberg’s emphasis
on challenging people’s perceptions of birthday statistics, Rosling
seeks to educate individuals on the lack of a ‘‘gap’’ between the
richest and poorest, providing more nuanced insight into how
income levels function in the world. Like Goldenberg’s work, the
narrative elements have been transposed into the language of
data visualisation itself. Humans are abstracted as blocks, with
the trail of populations living below 1USD triggering despair and
sadness in readers, and the huge amount of people in the middle
that then trail into a significant amount of mega-rich individuals
providing the narrative tension. Like Goldenberg, Rosling has
created a story told not only about data, but also using the data
itself as the core carrier of narrative technique.

We identify a third example in White et al.’s How Many House-
holds Are Like Yours interactive visualisation, published by The
ew York Times12 (White et al., 2011). The NarVis presentation
s interactive, and shows the commonality of different household
rrangements across the US. The audience interacts with the
resentation by selecting different ‘‘predefined’’ families, such
s a couple or a single mother with two children. The audi-
nce can then add or subtract other family members, such as
randchildren, foster children, housemates, etcetera. As they do,
he visualisation morphs. The percentage of US households with
he same make-up changes, as do several smaller graphics along
he bottom of the screen that show the historic commonality of
hese households, ethnic make-up, and income levels. Abstracted,
lack-and-white representations of each family member sit in the
entre of the presentation.
In White et al.’s presentation, the narrative elements are trans-

osed into the interactivity of the audience. As a user switches
ut family members, they rise and fall off the screen, creating a
ort of user-defined narrative structure. US citizens are abstracted
nto statistics, which are then given form as the symbolic family-
ember characters. Additionally, the multitude of graphs that

12 https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/06/19/
yregion/how-many-households-are-like-yours.html
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appear on the boundaries of the visualisation act as an addi-
tional, macro view of the narrative, allowing users to place these
characters within the context of the US at large. Like Rosling
and Goldenberg, the narrative is about the data. By showing the
commonality of different families in the US and coaxing the user
into first inputting their own situation, they facilitate a better
understanding of one’s place within the nation from an economic
position.

4.2.1. Tools for integrated narratives
The abstraction of the narrative into a more visual form lends

the integrated narrative to bespoke tools, Timeline Storyteller
being one of the most prominent. Timeline Storyteller’s emphasis
is on historical data. The tool is useful for creating animated
presentations that iterate through different visualisations of the
same dataset. Timeline Storyteller emphasises the shift through
time. Due to its historical focus, the temporal shift between one
event (visualisation) to another is easily facilitated. To use Time-
line Storyteller, the NarVis author must first import their data in
CSV format, with particular syntax needed for the tool to interpret
the data (i.e., labelling columns as start_date, end_date, facet,
etcetera). These syntactical necessities constrain the existents of
a Timeline Storyteller narrative from the beginning, establishing a
fundamentally data-based narrative.

Once a dataset is loaded into Timeline Storyteller, it offers
he user its own interpretation of the data, presenting them
ith a handful of possible visualisations (linear, radial, calendar,
tcetera), as well as a selection of filtering options such as ‘‘seg-
ents’’ and ‘‘sequences’’. By presenting these options, Timeline
toryteller creates a new narrative structure/szjuet, privileging
isualisation as the predominant method for representing events.
nlike the leading narrative, Timeline Storyteller ’s narrative does
ot focus on the use of large blocks of text, instead of reduc-
ng them to small annotations. By doing so, Timeline Storyteller
akes the subtle suggestion that the NarVis author shifts their

ocus away from traditional narrative methods and towards one
omposed entirely of data pieces, as Fig. 5 illustrates. Timeline
toryteller’s emphasis on using data visualisation techniques is
lso present in the automatic, animated transitions between vi-
ualisations. Users can save visualisation states, and the tool will
hen create animations that shift from one to another. As Fig. 6
hows, these shifts result in a collapsing of the data. Elements
nd variables shatter and reform, aligning themselves to graphs
s they emerge. Timeline Storyteller aligns itself with the growing
iterature around the use of animations in data visualisation and
ther forms of information communication. Graphical animations
n science teaching have been shown to significantly improve
n an audience’s retention of data (O’Day, 2017). At times, the
nimated transformations of Timeline Storyteller may be a shift

from a bar chart to a radial graph, or the splitting of a single
graph into multiple. The transitions become narrative techniques.
Themes and allegories of unification or division are illustrated,
and grant agency to the existents represented in each datum.

Unlike LitVis, which leaves many of the visualisation options
in the hands of the user, Timeline Storyteller automates many of
them, such as colour coding different data and controlling the
scaling of each element. In doing so, the tool incorporates many
of the data visualisation techniques Segal and Heer mentioned,
embracing concepts such as semantic consistency. The user’s
dataset (or fabula) is absorbed by Timeline Storyteller’s rather
unique, data-based narrative structure.

Although Timeline Storyteller’s cinematic qualities are remi-
niscent of Amini et al.’s own NarVis framework (Amini et al.,
2015), it is difficult to compare Timeline Storyteller to any existing
narrative framework. A narrative is certainly present: events are
linked temporarily, and the existents within the tale are indeed

https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/06/19/nyregion/how-many-households-are-like-yours.html
https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/06/19/nyregion/how-many-households-are-like-yours.html
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Fig. 5. Building a narrative about OuLiPo in Timeline Storyteller, using a group photo of the collective (Pontigny-Cerisy, 2020). This image is from the start of the
narrative, representing a macro view of all OuLiPo activities. Time runs along the X axis, with activity amount along the Y. The legend in the top right shows the
gender-based colour-coding (blue for women, orange for men and red for collaborations). Each rectangular block on the chart represents one activity. The series of
selections along the top of the screen are different graphs the user can select, with the timeline of recorded events along the bottom.
Fig. 6. A visualisation-in-motion from Timeline Storyteller (Microsoft, 2020), where segmented radial graphs are amalgamating into one. The former radial graphs
each representing one author – can be seen fading away in the background as their blocks (each one representing one activity and colour-coded by gender as
efore) all collecting on the emerging unified radial graph.
t

ively. However, these narrative techniques and elements are
stensibly conceptual. The method of storytelling Timeline Sto-
yteller uses is undeniably a visual one. Dramatic moments are
nvoked through transitions. Actions are far more abstract than a
raditional narrative, represented again through the flow of data.
ith the absence of many other elements, focalisation too falls

o the data as an entity itself, rather than a concrete character.
onsequently, just as the narratives within LitVis became that of
he visualiser themselves, the narratives of Timeline Storyteller are
about the relationship between data and visuals, allegorising the
stories that the author seeks to tell.

Timeline Storyteller represents how the integrated narrative
shifts away from the traditional narrative on a structural level, in-
stead of adopting narrative elements conceptually, replacing their
execution with data visualisation techniques. We can see some
comparisons between Timeline Storyteller and Outa et al.’s (Outa
et al., 2020) model for data narratives. The group proposes a
model for NarVis that transposes elements of narrative, based on
Chatman’s work (Liu and Yu, 2020) to elements of visualisation.
35
However, the team’s methodology involves the adoption of a
narratological view of the data at an analytical level by having the
NarVis author identify narratological concepts such as episodes
and characters within the data. The resulting visualisations that
Outa et al. present are static and include more textual elements
than Timeline Storyteller. This approach is undoubtedly within the
spirit of the integrated narrative trajectory, as it emphasises the
‘‘essence’’ of narrative within the data. Outa et al.’s approach
is also helpful for the NarVis author, as identifying this narra-
tological essence early on allows for a more coherent NarVis
design.

Another tool that similarly supports the integrated narrative
trajectory but with more general applications than Timeline Story-
teller is Flourish (Flourish, 2021). The Flourish tool allows for the
creation of a diverse range of visualisations (maps, scatterplots,
slope charts, network graphs, etcetera), some static and some
animated, which can then be linked together to create evolving
NarVis presentations. Flourish is intuitive to use, allowing users
o edit their data tables directly in the software once the data is
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ploaded, and link different variables to different elements of the
isualisation. Much like Timeline Storyteller, narrative elements

are transposed into the visualisation form itself. Through the ani-
mation of a single graph, such as the evolving pie chart shown in
Fig. 7, or shifts between various graphs/visualisations, a narrative
structure is achieved. Flourish distinguishes itself from Timeline
toryteller in its facilitation of a broader range of visualisation
ypes. The tool carries the same ethos and approach to the inte-
rated narrative as Timeline Storyteller. As the pie chart shown in
ig. 7 iterates over years, the shifting colours – representative of
ow many women contributed to OuLiPo in that year – translate
his data into a narrative telling the same story as our NBVT, LitVis
nd Timeline Storyteller examples, but with a far different tone.
he solid green that dominates many of the years emphasises the
ack of gender diversity within OuLiPo, with the occasional blips
f red that fluctuate from one or two contributions to devouring
he entire pie, creating dramatic tension within the narrative. A
ense of reverse personification emerges, where the women and
en of OuLiPo become nothing more than segments of a chart,

he dominating masculine forces grappling (or perhaps giving
ay) to the feminine. Narrative techniques are certainly present
nd visible, but have been transposed into a far more visual,
ata-driven format than one would traditionally see.
The integrated narrative advocates for palatable data visuali-

ation structures. Unlike the leading narrative, which still relies
heavily on the traditional narrative form (and consequently often
the written word), the integrated narrative instead attempts to
move beyond this. Textual elements become annotations and la-
bels. While these annotations are still important to the narrative,
the emphasis is on the visualisations and their relationships to
one another to communicate the story. That is not to say that
traditional narratives have not had a great deal of impact. Nar-
rative techniques are used as guidelines, with data visualisation
techniques mapped appropriately. Consequently, these narratives
become less ‘‘human’’, with the representation of the data itself
taking centre stage and discarding the human entities attached to
them. While therefore perhaps less useful for more personal data
stories, the integrated narrative becomes a useful trajectory for
uthors seeking methods of explaining large or abstract concepts,
rangling their data into decidedly narrative forms.
While the affordances for narrativizing abstract concepts are

f course exciting, it does mean that authors of integrated nar-
atives face complex design considerations. They must consider
what new forms the narrative elements have actually taken. What
lies in the place of characters? What replaces story beats and
plot points? Moreover, there must be careful consideration as
to how narrative techniques have been transposed into visual-
isation ones, and why. The replacement of one technique for
another may be useful for one presentation, but not another.
For tool developers, this means having a clear idea as to what
the integrated narratives from their tool will look like. Indeed,
placing all of these decisions in the hands of the NarVis author
may make the tool far too open-ended to be useful. As Timeline
toryteller demonstrates, a solution to this may be to create one’s
ool with particular subjects in mind (in Timeline Storyteller’s
ase, history). There are also more culturally sensitive consid-
rations at hand. When the data of an individual, for instance,
ecomes transmogrified into a visual representation, are there
ny other elements of the depiction that may prove harmful? For
nstance, how would White et al.’s How Many Households Are Like
ours? (White et al., 2011) be different if the hair shape/colour
hanged on the family members based on certain factors? As
hese kinds of visualisations necessitate generalisation, the au-
hors must be always vigilant of avoiding stereotyping or other
armful representations.
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4.3. Supporting narratives

Both leading and integrated narratives have strong links to
the traditional narrative. However, as discussed in Section 3,
NarVis researchers and practitioners often refer to graphs that
do not feature narrative elements as NarVis. One could argue
against the inclusion of such graphs within the NarVis conver-
sation. However, to do so would not be productive. Much of
the discourse already incorporates these visualisations within the
NarVis genre. Consequently, they have influenced and informed
the NarVis discourse, linking them and the other forms of NarVis.
Moreover, the narrative form itself comes from the arts, and as
such has been challenged and reconceptualised through time. The
NarVis trajectory we attempt to map here simply represents a
new challenge to the narrative form.

The supporting narrative is a popular form of NarVis in news
media. Figueiras (Figueiras, 2014) explores several data presen-
tations from news outlets and offers NarVis treatments for them.
These presentations include The Guardian’s report on global death
penalty statistics, which is a static map with bubbles of different
sizes showing death penalty rates. Figueiras offers a treatment
of this map to turn it into a NarVis presentation, suggesting that
users should be able to hover their mouse over regions to get
more information about those regions. The Guardian’s original
visualisation may already fall under the supporting narrative
header, containing a handful of annotations that borrow from the
narrative field. However, Figueiras’ (Figueiras, 2014) treatment
takes greater advantage of these narrative elements, creating
larger blocks of text for the reader to shift through temporally
and non-linearly, allowing them to drive their own narrative.
However, the additional information that Figueiras suggests does
not provide greater narrative tension, nor introduce new ele-
ments that show the consequences of death sentences around
the world. Figueiras’ treatment reinforces the concept of the
supporting narrative. The emphasis is not on creating a visu-
ally enriched narrative, but instead on representing data in a
stripped-back manner, adding small narrative elements where
necessary. Conformity to traditional narrative concepts is unnec-
essary for the supporting narrative, making this a decided data
visualisation-centric trajectory.

The WHO’s Death on the Roads (The World Health Organisa-
tion, 2018) presentation is a supporting narrative that breaks
down worldwide road deaths, correlated with driving laws. The
breakdown is a standard data visualisation, using a colour-coded
map of the world to show how many deaths per 100,000 people.
Narrative elements creep into the presentation via a counter
contained in a black circle, which shows either a total death count
over a period, or a timer which counts down to 0 to signify a
road user death, endlessly looping. The simple act of including the
harrowing text ‘‘A road user will die in. . . ’’ followed by a count-
down is a sort of micro-narrative. The tension and drama of the
narrative form are captured within this minor element. It would
be difficult to find many traditional narrative elements within this
presentation. Perhaps one could see the abstracted ‘‘road user’’
as a character, but they lack any of the agency or other elements
discussed in Section 3 that typically define characters. There is no
real allegory or other poetic techniques employed, sans perhaps
the timer. As such, the narrative content of the presentation
acts not as a driving force but instead as a supporting one. The
narrative is not a dominating force as with the leading narrative,
nor is it entwined as with the integrated narrative. The narrative
simply bolsters and aids what is otherwise a traditional data
visualisation.

A final example is Chalabi’s Who can work from home? graphic,
published in The Guardian (Chalabi et al., 2020). Chalabi’s presen-
tation is a single image, featuring a top-down drawing of a living
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Fig. 7. Selected frames of the animated pie chart showing the gender ratios of OuLiPo contributions each year. The frames run sequentially from top left
to bottom right. The larger the pie segment, the more contributions as relative to the other groups. The animation uses a background image of the OuLiPo
collective (Pontigny-Cerisy, 2020). A legend of the colour coding (green for male, red for female, blue for collaborations/none) is featured in the top right.
room. The drawing appears four times, getting smaller each time
to represent the amount of US workers in each wealth quartile
that can work from home. The only text is the title and the
annotation underneath each visualisation stating the percentage
of workers for each percentile. Despite this lack of text, the image
still carries narrative gravitas within these annotations due to
their sequential presentation. The presentation is a fringe case
of NarVis, and so establishes the boundaries of the supporting
arrative.

4.3.1. Tools for supporting narratives
The supporting narrative trajectory is most evident in Char-

tAccent. The tool’s developers describe it as being used to quickly
add annotations to aid data-driven storytelling (OuLiPo, 2020).
The team does not refer to these annotations as narratives di-
rectly. However, they identify annotations as having a narrative
capacity for helping presenters explain their data’s core mes-
sage (OuLiPo, 2020). This approach makes ChartAccent useful for
showing data in a transparent, stripped-back manner with minor
highlighting to guide the viewer. When using ChartAccent, authors
are given a set of data visualisation tools. Much like Timeline
Storyteller, ChartAccent interprets from the dataset what types
of graphs are suitable. Once the author has crafted their graph,
they may annotate it with images and small amounts of text, as
shown in Fig. 8. While a narrative claim could be made here that
the user is going to read the visualisation temporally, the same
argument could then be made for data visualisation in general.
We see many of the elements of narrative being stripped away:
existents are stripped of all agency, as there are no events to
push forward. Some sort of metaphor or allegory may exist, but
in a form that has far more in common with visual art than with
narrative structure. The question becomes, then, where is the
narrative?

ChartAccent’s annotation and filtering functions facilitate the
creation of more palatable and understandable charts. The tool’s
developers’ approach to narrative form is not one anchored in
the structural elements that traditionally define narrative. Ad-
ditionally, they do not appear interested in mapping narrative
techniques to appropriate visualisation counterparts. Instead, the
designers of ChartAccent invoke narrative terminology to describe
the way in which data-driven storytelling may be augmented,
citing annotations as one of data storytelling’s ‘‘four editorial
37
layers’’ (Ren et al., 2017). In essence, ChartAccent – and similar
NarVis tools or presentations – represent a trajectory for NarVis
that adopts narrative techniques not as an equal form to be
integrated, but simply as a toolbox to be borrowed from. On one
hand, some of these narrative techniques seem superficial. There
is nothing inherently narrative-like about adding a short annota-
tion to a visualisation. However, when considering the vocabulary
of NarVis that the integrated narratives of Timeline Storyteller
provide, one can begin to see how – when coupled with em-
boldened or highlighted data – some sort of basic narrative may
emerge. Additionally, one can consider the relegating of narrative
elements to the role of annotation in some ways accentuates
its importance. Data journalist Amanda Cox has referred to the
‘‘annotation layer’’ of data visualisations as the most important
element, as otherwise a data presentation is ‘‘a case of here it is,
you go figure it out’’ (Chun, 2020). In short, though the narrative
elements of the supporting narrative are minor in quantity and
serve a different role to their more prominent counterparts, they
remain a crucial and defining element.

For NarVis authors engaging with the supporting narrative,
many of their design considerations rest with the wealth of data
visualisation research and practice that already exists. However,
even the minor integration of narrative elements requires some
alterations to the path. For one, the purpose of these minor
narrative elements must be scrutinised as to their impact on the
data. As our critique of the loose use of ‘‘narrative’’ has shown, it is
often these less-narrative-influenced visualisations that apply the
term to non-narrative elements. As such, authors of supporting
narratives must closely identify how their ‘‘narrative’’ elements
inject narrative or storytelling features into their data visualisa-
tions and make the most of these inclusions. Further, they should
also consider the relationship between the data and narrative
elements: do they entwine with one another, or are they discrete?
If the latter, why are they included? Tool designers must also
tread carefully in this territory, lest they inaccurately define their
tools as NarVis tools when they are actually just data visualisation
tools that include text input. We do not present these warnings to
discourage engagement with this trajectory, but we do feel that
– due to its distance from traditional narratives – the supporting
narrative is perhaps one of the more challenging paths a NarVis
author or tool designer can take.
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Fig. 8. An annotated history of writing collective OuLiPo’s membership in ChartAccent (Ren et al., 2020). Images from (Roquin, 2020; Vandermeer, 2020; Artist unknown
nd Garréta, 2017; Artist unknown and Beaudouin, 2017; Garitan and Audin, 2016; DeuxPlusQuatre and Mélois, 2017). Years run along the X axis and activity frequency
long the Y. Each dot represents one activity, colour-coded by gender (light blue for male, dark blue for female, green for collaboration/none). The points at which
omen members of OuLiPo joined are highlighted by being outlined in black, annotated with the member’s name, and with an image of them placed above, linked
ith a black line.
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. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have identified three different trajectories
or NarVis, using our initial definition of ‘‘narrative’’ as a guide.
hrough our analysis, we conclude that the NarVis discipline
as begun a journey down three different paths. In the case
f leading narratives, the traditional narrative remains intact.
any elements of a traditional narrative are present, includ-

ng characterisation and metaphor. However, where the leading
arrative offers potential for NarVis authors is in its ability to
urn abstract objects into characters. This approach to narrative
mbraces visualisation and allows the weaving of tales about
oncepts and movements not otherwise possible. In addition, the
eading narrative may also allow the author themselves to take
n a sort of character, becoming the narrator of their own journey
hrough the data.

By contrast, integrated narratives take a far more transforma-
ive stance towards the narrative, mapping traditional narrative
echniques to data visualisation methods. In doing so, the inte-
rated narrative creates a new vocabulary of narrative, while
etaining all the benefits that come with the narrative form. In the
ntegrated narrative, the subjects become more abstract, with
he data itself taking on a sort of characterisation. Finally, the
upporting narrative offers a different interpretation of narrative
ompletely. The supporting narrative does not concern itself
ith following narrative convention or adopting any of its tech-
iques. Instead, the narrative simply becomes one of the many
ools for the data visualiser to use, placed alongside highlighting,
raphs and more. The supporting narrative is often designed not
o weave a good tale, but instead simply to express data in an
nderstandable and accessible manner.
At first blush, it may appear that it is simply the ratio of text to

isualisation that determines which trajectory a NarVis presenta-
ion falls into. This correlation is not a coincidence, as a NarVis
resentation that contains more text than visuals will invariably
end itself to more narrative elements and be a more attractive
ode for writers approaching the world of NarVis. Conversely,

he leveraging of traditional narrative elements will be more
ifficult if one does not utilise the written word. However, just as
he six-word story ‘‘For sale: Baby shoes, never worn’’ (Mathison,
019) carries with it more narrative gravitas than many novels,
38
s the field of NarVis progresses, it is more than likely leading
arratives heavy with visualisation will emerge, and supporting
arratives with large amounts of text will as well. Indeed, we
lso see visualisations that buck the trend, such as McCandless’
hat does China censor online? (McCandless, 2010), a visualisation
ade up entirely of text, but that certainly falls within the realm
f the supporting narrative. More important to these trajectories
s how they wield elements of traditional narrative in the pursuit
f data visualisation’s goal of aiding user understanding.
Our trajectories provide a working guide for NarVis researchers

nd practitioners. Each trajectory provides its own advantages
nd disadvantages. The leading narrative is likely most useful for
hose entering from a humanistic background, and provides an
venue for those wishing to inject small amounts of visualisation
nto otherwise literary-based presentations. LitVis also showcases
he trajectory’s potential for those coming from a data visuali-
ation background, introducing a conversational method of data
ommunication. Integrated narratives provide the NarVis author
ith a more visualisation-focused method of presentation. This
rajectory embraces many of the lessons learnt from the data
isualisation discipline and maps narrative techniques to them.
he integrated narrative is useful for circumstances where a
ore literary presentation is not desired. Finally, the supporting
arrative showcases a trajectory for NarVis that views the nar-
ative not as a governing force, but instead as another weapon
n the ever-increasing arsenal of data visualisation. Through the
upporting narrative, most narrative techniques are discarded,
ut those that remain become incorporated into annotations
nd minor visualisation accentuations. While it is worth noting
hat the supporting narrative at first seems incompatible with
raditional narrative notions, the trajectory proves useful when
arVis authors require a method of providing greater clarity
nd accessibility to their graphs. As the world of NarVis grows
nd diversifies, understanding the paths we have taken, and
hy, becomes more important. Through these trajectories, NarVis
uthors, toolmakers and scholars can assess what the NarVis
iscipline has to offer, what the journey ahead looks like, and
onsider how best to tell their story.
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